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Arts & Crafts. A Heutink brand

For over a century, Heutink has brought craftsmanship and quality to 

educational materials. Reinier Willem Heutink founded the Netherlands-based 

family business in 1911. Today, Jessica Heutink (the third generation of the 

Heutink family) and her husband Henk Fokke, manage the Heutink Group as 

a multi-national distribution and manufacturing business with a forward-

thinking global vision. Arts and Crafts is one of the brands distributed by 

Heutink International.

Heutink International worldwide designs, develops, produces and distributes 

the very best educational brands for pre-schools and elementary schools. In 

addition, we offer a wide range of carefully selected Art and Craft materials. 

With their price-quality ratio these materials enhance our educational brands 

because of their link with education. They are must-haves in the classroom 

because they meet children’s needs for self-expression and creativity.

Contact us
Our office hours are Monday to Friday from 8:00 am to 4:45 pm CET. During 

office hours our sales team is available to answer all your questions about 

products, delivery, orders, pricing or any other issues regarding the ordering 

process. 

Heutink International 
Industriepark 14, 

7021 BL Zelhem, The Netherlands

T +31 314 627 127 

 F +31 314 627 128  

info@heutink.com 

www.heutink.com

www.heutinkartsandcrafts.com

Information

http://heutinkartsandcrafts.com/
tel:+31 314 627 127
tel:+31 314 627 128
mailto:info@heutink.com
http://www.heutink.com/
http://www.heutinkartsandcrafts.com/
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In our assortment we have included a range of our Heutink Private Label 

materials along with other big brands. The Heutink Private Label, which can 

be recognized by the red circle with the ‘H’, offers you all the Arts & Crafts 

resources you’ll need at an affordable price, while the big-name brands 

complete the entire range.

An excellent price-quality ratio
Our range of Arts & Crafts materials includes a carefully selected range with 

an excellent price-quality ratio. This makes them interesting for you. 

It includes the same products you used to buy from us, but the assortment is 

smaller and for this reason more accessible.

Quality, safety & sustainability
To further guarantee our children a safe and environmentally friendly world, 

we have chosen a wide selection of products that meets the standards of 

those requirements. By choosing products that are manufactured with regard 

for the environment Heutink International is doing its part in contributing to a 

better world for our future generations.

http://heutinkartsandcrafts.com/
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Interpaint - 1 Litre bottle

Suitable for dark surfaces or to mix with 
other Interpaint colours.

E062030 Gold
E062031 Silver
E062032  Glitter Paint Transparent
E062033 Bronze
E062034 Pearls

Interpaint - 1 Litre bottle

Economical, ready-to-use poster paint, in large, handy squeeze bottles. The paint flows 
thickly and dries quickly. Matt finish, covers well. Interpaint can be used on almost any 
absorbent surface. 

E062601 White
E062603 Light yellow
E062605 Dark yellow
E062610 Orange
E062611 Light red
E062612 Dark red
E062615 Light green
E062616 Dark green
E062620 Light blue

E062621  Dark blue
E062627  Brown
E062628  Light brown
E062629  Chocolate brown
E062645  Black
E062650  Violet
E062651  Pink
E062652  Light pink
E062654  Flesh tint

Interpaint varnish

Transparent varnish for protecting posterpainted work. In 1 litre 
bottles. 

E062670 Interpaint varnish

Gouache pastel - Set of 8 bottles

The paint is thick liquid and dries quickly. Set of 8 bottles of 500 
ml, including the following colours: yellow, orange, pink, papaya, 
light green, blue and violet.

E062500 Gouache Pastel, set of 8 bottles

Painting

http://heutinkartsandcrafts.com/
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Dropper

Squeeze and drop paint with precision using this exciting tool. 
Great for marbling. Encourages the kids to experiment. 
Size: 15 cm.

E062714 Dropper

Textile paint - Heutink

High-quality textile paint ready for use. Can be used on various 
natural and synthetic fibres. Once dry, it can be fixed by ironing 
on the back at 150° C for approx. 4 minutes. Washable up to 40° C. 
In 500 ml bottles.

E062260 Yellow
E062261 Blue
E062262 Red
E062263 Black
E062264 White
E062265 Green

Set of 6 assorted 500 ml bottles in the colours yellow, blue, red, 
black, white and green. Can be used on various natural and 
synthetic fibres, not on silk. Once dry, it can be fixed by ironing on 
the back at 150 °C for approx. 4 minutes. Washable up to 40 °C.

E062250 Textile paint - Heutink - Set of 6 bottles

Finger paint - Paint pots

Especially designed for ‘finger painting’. Set of 10 paint pots with 
lid.

E522790 Finger paint - Paint pots

Paint box - Water colours

Paint box with 12 pans of water colours including small fine brush.

E040000 Classic
E040002 Mother of pearl

Finger paint - Heutink

The total finger-painting concept! Until now, finger paint was 
always sold in buckets, which resulted in children ending up 
with their little hands in the buckets. This creates the problem 
of colours becoming mixed and, also, the amount of bacteria in 
the finger-paint increases, which is not good for hygiene. That is 
why Heutink has developed a complete set of finger paints with 
each colour provided by the litre in a handy squeeze bottle. There 
are 8 magnificent colours, the paint is non-toxic and in the right 
spreadable consistency. In 1000 ml bottles.

E030001 White
E030002 Yellow
E030003 Red
E030004 Violet
E030005 Blue

E030006 Green
E030007 Brown
E030008 Black
E030009 Orange

12
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Water colour paint brushes

Transparent red varnished wooden handle, fitted with a seamless 
aluminium ferrule. Pony hair. Box of 12 brushes. No. 12 hair size 28 
x 15 mm (length x diameter). The length of the brushes vary: from 
17 through 21 cm, increasing according to number.

E040070 no. 1
E040071 no. 2
E040072 no. 3
E040073 no. 4
E040074 no. 5
E040075 no. 6

E040076 no. 7
E040077 no. 8
E040078 no. 9
E040079 no. 10
E040080 no. 11
E040081 no. 12

Paint brushes - For toddlers

Special brush made for toddlers. With wooden handle in various 
colours. Lenght: 17 cm. Box of 12 brushes.

E040100 Paint brushes - For toddlers

Long handled lyons paint brushes

Blank varnished wooden handle, fitted with a seamless  
aluminium ferrule. Short pig hair, so called Gussow model.  
The length of the handles vary from 28 to 35 cm. 
For tempera and oil paint. Box contains 12 brushes.

Flat ferrule
E040111 no. 2
E040112 no. 4
E040113 no. 6
E040114 no. 8
E040115 no. 10
E040116 no. 12
E040117 no. 14
E040118 no. 16
E040119 no. 18
E040120 no. 20
E040121 no. 22
E040122 no. 24

Round ferrule
E040170 no. 4
E040171 no. 6
E040172 no. 8
E040173 no. 10
E040174 no. 12
E040175 no. 14
E040176 no. 16
E040177 no. 18

E040149 no. 12
E040150 no. 14  
E040151 no. 16  
E040152 no. 18  

Round ferrule
E040180 no. 4
E040181 no. 6
E040182 no. 8
E040183 no. 10

E040184 no. 12
E040185 no. 14
E040186 no. 16
E040187 no. 18

Paint rollers and Foambrushes

E077015     Foamroller set of 6 pieces. With plastic handle.
E077019   Wedge-shaped foambrush set of 3 pieces, with   
   wooden handle.

Short handled lyons paint brushes

Blank varnished short wooden handle, fitted with a seamless flat aluminium ferrule. Short pig hair, so called Gussow model. For tempera and 
oilpaint. Box of 12 brushes.

Flat ferrule
E040145 no. 4
E040146 no. 6
E040147 no. 8
E040148 no. 10

Catalogue
13
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Easy-grip paint brushes - 6 pcs. - one size

Set of 6 easy-grip paint brushes (one size). With a flexible, 
rubber handle suitable for a child’s hand so they can paint as 
easily as holding a pencil. 

E530444  Easy-grip paint brushes - 6 pcs. - one size

Spatterframe

Plastic model with tin plated mesh. Suitable for use with e.g. 
toothbrush. Size: 9 x 14 cm.

E047001 Spatterframe

Painting aprons

Provided with sleeves with elastic cuffs. Closed by means of Velcro. 
Made of strong Nylon. 

E009127 Red 3-5 years
E009151 Blue 6-9 years
E009152 Green 9-11 years
E009128 Blue for adults

Twirl-a-pattern art tools

Set of 4 bright brushes, with each a different foam top to create 
distinctive patterns.

E530431 Twirl-a-pattern art tools

Textured brushes

Set of 4 large brushes of various materials, each for different texture.

E530400 Textured brushes

14
Arts & Crafts
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Paint roller - With pattern

Big rollers with a rubber stamp. Christmas - Halloween - Spring - 
Love. Set of 4.

E530404  Paint roller - With pattern

Creatieve rollers 

Set of 4 easy-to-use rollers with different themes: teddy bears, 
butterflies, gingerbread man and frogs.

E530433 Creatieve rollers 

Clay/paint finger printers - Set of 8 pcs.

Stamps of 2.5 cm, that can be put on the fingers. Can be used 
with paint or clay. Set of 8 pieces.

E530402 Clay/paint finger printers - Set of 8 pcs.

Jumbo washable paint / ink pads

Made with washable paint / ink, these pads are excellent for young 
children. For use with stamps but also approved for direct contact with 
skin. Colours: yellow, orange, green, blue, red, black, purple, pink, brown, 
silver.

E530409 jumbo washable paint / ink pads

Single pads
E530415  Yellow
E530416  Orange
E530417  Green
E530418  Blue
E530419  Red
E530420  Black

E530421  Purple
E530422  Pink
E530423  Brown

Catalogue
15
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Stamps - Set of 10

Theme: transport. Set of 10 giant stamps that are mounted on a clear see-through top for easy, exact placement. Stamps also have a 
directional arrow for perfect alignment.

E530410 Transport
E530411 Fantasy 1
E530412 Fantasy 2
E530413 Numbers 
E530414 Christmas 

Jumbo stamps

Set of 10 Jumbo stamps. Mounted on a clear, see-through top for easy, exact placement. Comfort grip handles for children and adults. Comes 
with a reusable, clear, plastic storage case. Stamp size: 8 cm ø.

E530477  Farm Animals (10)
E530479  Sea Adventure (10)
E530480  Sea creatures (10)
E530481  Feelings (10)
E530485  Fruit (6)

16
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Paint and clay rollers - Roll 3.8 cm
 
Set of 4 rollers with 3.8 cm wide designs for use with paint or 
clay. Designs: 8-line wavy, small, medium and large dots, lace-like 
squiggles and 7-line dots, dashesand arcs. With durable plastic 
comfortgrip handle. Rollers are easy to clean. With 1 handle.

E530403 Paint and clay rollers - Roll 3.8 cm

Paint and clay palm printers

Set of 4 paint and clay palm printers. Designs: scribble design, 
concentric dots, star bursts and multi-sized dots array. Made of 
sturdy hard rubber. Easy to clean. Stamp size: 5.08 cm Ø.

E530432 Paint and clay palm printers

Paint effect tools

Set of 4 paint effect tools, each with a different texture or design.

E530430 Paint effect tools

Textured stamps

Set of 6 textured stamps with different 
patterns and plastic handle. Stamp size: 
6 x 6 cm. 

E530427 Textured stamps

Paint effect stamps

Set of 6 paint effect stamps with 
different patterns and plastic handle. 
Stamp size: 6 x 6 cm.

E530428 Paint effect stamps

Finger painters / stampers

Set of 24 finger painter / stamps: 3 each 
of 8 designs. Size: 3.49 cm, 1.91 cm ø.

E530429 Finger painters / stampers

Catalogue
17
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Creative design brushes

Set of 4 brushes with fun, plastic handles and brush designs: 3 
rows of concentric circles, a burst, 5 groups of 5 dots and 2 rows 
of concentric circles. Easy to clean with soap and warm water.

E530436 Creative design brushes

Comfort grip brushes

Set of 4 wooden brushes suitable for a child’s hand. Each with a 
different pattern: a star, a cross, a dash and a circular swirl.

E530439  Comfort grip brushes

Comfort grip pattern maker

Set of 4 knobs for different patterns in sand, paint and clay. They 
come in bright, light green and blue colours and they are easy to 
clean with soap and water.

E530442 Comfort grip pattern maker

Paint and clay palm rollers

Set of 3 tools with an easy-to-use plastic handle. The patterns are 
rows of stars with the planet Saturn, rows of hearts and a flower 
pattern.

E530441 Paint and clay palm rollers

18
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Paint pot - Non-spill - 320 ml

Made of unbreakable plastic with a grip-tight lid which prevents 
the paint from drying out and spilling.

E512058 Paint pot - Non-spill - 320 ml

Paint pot - Non-spill - 125 ml

125 ml. Made of plastic with a grip-
tight lid which prevents the paint from 
drying out and spilling.

E512268 Paint pot - Non-spill - 125 ml

Paint / Glue Pot With Lid: (70 cc)

Empty white plastic pot for paint / glue 
with screw cap of 70 ml. Set of 10. 

E512073 Paint / Glue Pot With Lid: (70 
cc)

Paint pot tray for 6 non-spill paint pots

Paint pot tray suitable for 6 non-spill paint pots. 

E512059 Paint pot tray with 6 non-spill paint pots 320 ml
E512060 Paint pot tray for 6 non-spill paint pots 125 ml
E512061 Paint pot tray for 6 non-spill paint pots 320 ml

Paint pot holder - With 6 non-spill paint pots 125 ml

Including 6 non-spill paint pots of 125 ml. Paint pot holder for 2 x 
3 paint pots.

E512265 Paint pot holder - With 6 non-spill paint pots 125 ml

Tempera cakes holder / Holder for Gouache palettes

Tray with 6 round boxes for mixing paint. Also suitable for 6 
Tempera cakes, Ø 5.5 cm.

E040134 Tempera cakes holder / Holder for Gouache palettes

Paint / Glue Pot With Lid: (60 cc)

60 ml void paint / glue pot made of 
glass. Including lid.

E040110 Paint / Glue Pot With Lid: (60 
cc)

Catalogue
19
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Paint drying rack cardboard

Convenient, sturdy drying rack constructed from water repellent 
cardboard with room for 15 paintings in A3 size to dry.

3040422 Paint drying rack cardboard

Drying rack - Movable - 25 racks

Sturdy drying racks with foldable metal shelves for easy storage 
and drying of craft work. With 3 castors for easy mobility.

E523019 Drying rack - Movable - 25 racks Size: 46 x 34 x 97 cm.  
 Fits paper up to size A3.
E523033 Drying rack - Movable - 30 racks Size: 71 x 50 x 112 cm.  
 Fits paper up to size A2. 

20
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Cardboard play house - Educo - Play house printed

Printed. Size: 88 x 88 x 72 cm. Sturdy cardboard play house with 
a cheerful print. Due to the handy fold-and-locking system and 
clear instructions the Cardboard play house can be assembled 
easily, without glue. Can be coloured / painted by the children.

E523194 Cardboard play house - Educo - Play house printed

Rocket play house

Build, colour and play! Imagine to be an astronaut and visit 
another planet. Due to the handy fold-and-locking system and 
clear instructions the Rocket play house can be assembled easily, 
without glue. Once built, the Rocket play house has a height of 1.2 
metres.

E523345 Rocket play house

Stamp pads

Size: 11 x 7 cm (l x w).

E132030 Red
E132031 Blue
E132033 Black

Stamp pads 

Washable ink. Size: 9,5 x 6 cm.

E523164 Blue 
E523165 Red
E523166 Black

Catalogue
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Long wax crayons (12)

Wax crayons, 116 mm in length and 14 mm in diameter. Box contains 
wax crayons in assorted colours. Size crayon: 11.6 x 1.4 cm (l x Ø).

E010001 Long wax crayons (12)
E010002 Long wax crayons (144)

Oil crayons - Heutink - Jumbo

Oil crayons, 71 mm in length and 11 mm in diameter. Box of 12 oil 
crayons in assorted colours.

E031015 Oil crayons - Heutink - Jumbo

Colouring

Pencils triangular Goldline - Heutink - Can of 12 - Assorted 
colours

The ergonomic shape of these triangular pencils  make them 
suitable for teaching children  the correct writing position. Lead 
3.8 mm. Metal tin of 12 pencils in assorted colours. 

E061266 Pencils triangular Goldline - Heutink - Can of 12 - 
Assorted colours

Pencils triangular Goldline - Heutink - Carton of 288 - Assorted 
colours

The ergonomic shape of these triangular pencils make them 
suitable for teaching children the correct writing position. Lead 3.8 
mm. Cardboard box of 288 pencils in 12 assorted colours. 

E061267 Pencils triangular Goldline - Heutink - Carton of 288 - 
Assorted colours

Jumbo Pencils triangular Goldline - Heutink

Excellent pencils for toddlers. Ergonomic triangular shape. Lead 5 
mm. Cardboard box of 12 pencils in 12 assorted colours. 

E061280 12 Pencils assorted colours
E061281 Box of 144 pencils assorted colours

Colouring fingers - Heutink

Beautiful wax crayons in 10 bright colours. Well protected against 
breaking, each crayon having its own wrapper. The crayon’s handy 
dimensions (74 mm in length and 14 mm in diameter) guarantee 
many happy hours of drawing.

E061155 Box of 10 pieces
E061156 Box of 100 pieces

http://heutinkartsandcrafts.com/
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Coloured hexagonal pencils Goldline

Made from premium quality materials.  
Hexagonal model, with a 3,7 mm lead.  
One dozen per colour in a cardboard box.

E061001 Light yellow
E061002 Orange 
E061003 Dark brown
E061004 Light green 
E061005 Dark green
E061006 Light blue 
E061007 Dark blue
E061008 Violet
E061009 Light red
E061010 Dark red
E061011 Light brown
E061012 Black

Crayons hexagonal Goldline - Heutink

E061112 Can of 12
E061144 Carton of 288

E061013 White
E061014 Pink
E061015 Dark yellow
E061016 Flesh colour
E061017 Grey

Pencils Goldline - Heutink

Hexagonal model. Carton of 12.

E061086 Gold
E061087 Silver

Heutink Goldline: Lead Pencils (12)

Super quality! Goldline hexagonal lead pencils, yellow lacquered: 
box of 12.

E061065 Heutink Goldline: Lead Pencils (12)

Pencils triangular Goldline - Heutink - Carton of 12

The ergonomic shape of these triangular pencils make them 
suitable for teaching children the correct writing position. Lead 
3.8 mm. Cardboard box of 12 pencils.

E061250 Yellow
E061251 Orange
E061252 Black
E061253 Red
E061254 Brown
E061255 Light blue

E061256 Dark blue
E061257 Purple
E061258 Light green
E061259 Dark green
E061260 White
E061261 Pink

Triangular Lead Pencils: (72)

The ergonomic shape of these triangular pencils  make them 
suitable for teaching children  the correct writing position. Lead 
3.8 mm. Cardboard box of 72 pencils. 

E061240 Triangular Lead Pencils: (72)
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Electric pencil sharpener - Heutink 

This pencil sharpener is suitable for hexagonal, jumbo and 
triangular writing / colouring pencils. Provided with a thermal 
overload fuse to prevent overheating. A pencil guide plate will 
adapt to the thickness of the pencils. Featuring automatic stop. 

E035063  Electric pencil sharpener - Heutink - 3 holes
E035058 Electric pencil sharpener - Heutink - Spare blade

Electric pencil sharpener 

This beautiful electric sharpener has an automatic stop; thermal 
overload fuse. Only suitable for hexagonal writing pencils. Colour: 
black.

E035060 Electric pencil sharpener
E035068 Electric pencil sharpener - Heutink - Spare blade

Pencil Sharpener: For All Pencil Types - Table Model

Suitable for all kinds of pencils (including triangular) up to 12 
mm. Automatic stop when pencil is sharpened. Supplied with desk 
clamp. Adjustable tip thickness from 0.5 to 4.8 mm. Colour black.

E035055 Pencil Sharpener: For All Pencil Types - Table Model

Pencil sharpener, double, plastic, also suitable for three-sided 
pencils.

Wedge-shaped pencil sharpener for pencils and crayons. With 
double hole. The pencil sharpeners come in various colours. Also 
suitable for three-sided pencils.

E025238 Pencil sharpener, double, plastic, also suitable for  
 three-sided pencils

http://heutinkartsandcrafts.com/
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Sidewalk / playground chalk  

Thick chalks in bright colours. Can be easily removed with water. The rectangle shape makes 
the chalks easy to handle. Cardboard box in white, yellow, orange, red, green, blue and 
brown.

E025020 Sidewalk / playground chalk - Box of 7 colours
E025291 Sidewalk / playground chalk - Box of 100 chalks in 7 assorted colours

Pencil stand

Useful pencil stand, made of plywood. 
Size: 6 x 6 x 8 cm. 

E009175 Pencil stand, red
E009176 Pencil stand, blue
E009177 Pencil stand, blanc

Stand for 12 pencils and brushes

Wooden stand to store 12 pencils or 
brushes. 

E009131 Stand for 12 pencils and   
 brushes

Stand for giant pencils

Wooden stand for storing 12 giant 
pencils.

E009125 Stand for giant pencils

Rubber eraser (60)

Great erasing capacity, durable quality, 
does not cause stains. Made of plastic. 
Size: 30 x 20 x 7 mm. Box of 60 erasers. 

E015003 Rubber eraser (60)
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Felt tip pens - Heutink

Plastic pouch of 24 felt tip pens in assorted colours. Line width 2.6 
mm. Washable ink.

E080058 Set of 10 
E080063 Set of 24

Felt tip pens - Thick Goldline - Heutink

Thick round felt tip pens. Line width 6.2 mm. Washable ink.

E080037 Box of 10
E080039 Box of 120

Felt tip pens- Medium - Heutink 

Felt tip pens provided with a ventilated cap and a 5 mm tip. 
Washable ink. 

E080310 Pouch of 12
E080311 Box of 120

Felt tip pens - Triangular - Heutink - Pouch of 10 colours

Triangular felt tip markers provided with a ventilated cap. Tip 
thickness: 2.6 mm. Washable ink. Plastic pouch of 10  felt tip 
markers in assorted colours.

E080066 Felt tip pens - Triangular - Heutink - Pouch of 10 
colours

Felt tip pens - Goldline - Heutink - Pouch of 10 colours

Felt tip pens provided with a ventilated cap. Tip thickness: 2.6 mm. 
Washable ink. Case of 10 pens in assorted colours.

E080301 Felt tip pens - Goldline - Heutink - Pouch of 10 colours

Felt tip pens - Giant - Heutink - Pouch of 10 colours

Giant felt tip pens. Plastic case of 10 felt tip pens in assorted 
colours. 

E080024 Felt tip pens - Giant - Heutink - Pouch of 10 colours

http://heutinkartsandcrafts.com/
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Scissors Kidicut, 12 cm

These practicing scissors are developed in order to guarantee the 
safety of children (rounded points) and comfortability in using 
them. 
- suited for small hands
- security blades 
- is suitable for cutting paper till approx. 250 g
- in assorted colours
- both left- and right handed use.

E076100 Scissors Kidicut, 12 cm

Scissors - Basic Reflex 3D Vivo

A better grip and safety for children’s hands by means of 
ergonomic 3D rings. 
- suited for small hands
- rounded tip for improved safety 
- symmetrical
- in assorted colours
Size: 13 cm. 

E076105 Right-handed
E076106  Left-handed

Training scissors - 17.5 cm Blunt tips

Training scissors. Double loops on each handle allow teacher and 
child to simultaneously complete the cutting action. 
- rounded tip for improved safety
- right-handed

E076036 Training scissors - 17.5 cm Blunt tips

Stand for 12 scissors

Wooden stand to store scissors.

E009132 Stand for scissors, 12 holes

Paper scissors Expert

Quality scissors, equipped with ergonomic 3D rings. 
- double sharpened 
- extra strong stainless steel quality
- lifelong warranty
- ergonomical
- red
- asymmetrical

E076140 21 cm Left-handed
E076141 25 cm Right-handed

Scissors - Precision - 13 cm

Precise scissors, for workpieces by hand or 3D cutting. 
- pointed tip 
- with protective sleeve

E076142 Scissors - Precision - 13 cm

Cutting

http://heutinkartsandcrafts.com/
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Scissors - Koopy Fun Panda - 13 cm

These practicing scissors are equipped with a self-opening system, making cutting more 
easily. 
- good grip  
- suited for small hands 
- rounded tip for improved safety 
- in assorted colours
- right-handed. 

E076101 Scissors - Koopy Fun Panda - 13 cm

Scissors - Basic Reflex 3D shape 

A better grip thanks to being equipped 
with ergonomic 3D rings. 
- suited for small hands
- symmetrical
- in assorted colours
Size: 16 cm. 

E076110 Right-handed
E076111 Left-handed

Scissors - Plus Sensoft 3D

These scissors are equipped with flexible handles to provide excellent and soft comfort.
- rounded tip  
- stainless steel
- suited for small hands
- symmetrical 
- in assorted colours

Rounded tip
E076112 13 cm Right-handed
E076113 13 cm Left-handed

Pointed tip
E076114 16 cm Right-handed
E076115 16 cm Left-handed
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Scissors - Basic Essentials soft 

Equipped with soft inner rings for more 
comfort, stainless steel blades and screw. 

E076120 17 cm Symmetrical
E076121 21 cm Assymetrical

Scissors - Basic metal 

Classic metal scissors with pointed tip, in plastic bag. 

E076124 12 cm
E076125 17 cm
E076126 20 cm

E076126

E076124

E076125

Basic scissors Zenoa Fit

The Zenoa Fit series is being characterised by a high degree of 
comfort and precision, due to the soft strips on the inner sides of 
the rings. These strips reduce the pressure on the fingers. 
- rounded tip for improved safety 
- ergonomic rings 

E076132 17 cm Symmetrical
E076133 18 cm Asymmetrical
E076134 21 cm Asymmetrical

Scissors Zenoa Fit

The Zenoa Fit series is being characterised by a high degree of comfort and precision, due 
to the soft strips on the inner sides of the rings. These strips reduce the pressure on the 
fingers.  
- ergonomic rings 
- decorated stainless steel blades 
- rounded tip for improved safety
- asymmetrical 
- in assorted colours

E076130 13 cm
E076131 15 cm
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Craft paper 140 grams - Square - 12 colours - 16 x 16 cm

Pack of 240 sheets, 140 g paper, in 12 assorted colours: red, yellow, marine blue, light blue, may green, violet, orange, brown, grey, black, cerise, 
red and dark green. Size: 16 x 16 cm. 

E084004 Craft paper 140 grams - Square - 12 colours - 16 x 16 cm

Coloured craft paper - 120 grams, 180 sheets - A4, 17 colours + white - 21 x 29.7 cm

17 Colours + white. Pack of 180 sheets. Size: 21 x 29.7 cm.

E120602 17 colours + white - 21 x 29.7 cm

Cherry red Chrismas
green

Salmon Bright orange Deer brown Canary 
yellow

Pearl grey

Black Cerise May green White LilaHeavens blue Navy blue

Novel paper for painting - 90 Grams 

Pack of 500 sheets, 90 g paper. 

E092012 32.5 x 50 cm
E092014 25 x 32.5 cm

White drawing paper - premium quality - scratch proof - 120 
grams, pack of 500 sheets - A3 - 29.7 x 42 cm

120 grams. Size: A3 29.7 x 42 cm (w x l).

E120041 A3 - 29.7 x 42 cm

Light green Light blue Orange Ocher yellow Gold Silver
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Crepe paper - Floriade

Extra quality crepe paper, 75% stretch. Size 50 x 250 cm.

E083103 White
E083104 Yellow
E083105 Orange
E083106 Red
E083107 Pink
E083108 Brown

E083109 Light blue
E083110 Dark blue
E083111 Purple
E083112 Light green
E083113 Dark green
E083114 Black

E083171 Gold
E083172 Silver

Crepe paper - Floriade - Assorted 10 x 10 colours

E083115 Assorted colours

Craft paper 60 gsm 12 assorted colours

Pack of 480 in 12 colours contents per pack:
40 sheets of may green, lemon, dark blue, fuchsia, light blue,  
corn yellow, orange, white, dark brown, dark green and black.

Square
E084011 10 x 10 cm 
E084012 12 x 12 cm 
E084013 16 x 16 cm
E084014 20 x 20 cm 

Round
E084015 Ø 12 cm 
E084016 Ø 16 cm 
E084022 Ø 20 cm 

Craft paper 120 grams - Square - 12 colours 

Pack of 480 sheets, 120 g paper, in 12 assorted colours: red, yellow, 
dark blue, light blue, light green, violet, orange, brown, grey, black, 
cerise and dark green. 

Square
E084035 10 x 10 cm 
E084037 16 x 16 cm 
E084038 20 x 20 cm

Round
E084018 Ø 16 cm 
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Underlayment plastic (PP)

Prevents desks from getting dirty because of glue, paint, etc. 
Colour: blue. 

E009149 Size 19 x 33 cm
E009150 Size 40 x 57 cm

White glue

White glue with excellent adhesive qualities. Suitable for materials 
as paper, cardboard, wood, felt, textiles, leather, etc. Inter glue 
dries completely transparent, is easily washable, easy to remove 
from the fingers and non-toxic. Water based. 

E016001 115 ml bottle
E016002 5000 ml can
E016005 1000 ml bottle
E016006 Class set, 30 x 115 ml, including storage box

Glue powder - Plakplak

Transparent cellulose glue in powder form. Particularly suitable 
for bonding of paper and paper-mache. Box of 500 gams. Solvent 
free. Only prepare the amount that is needed, since bacteria will 
easily influence the quality.

E030044 Glue powder - Plakplak

Crepe paper special Party print 

Extra quality crepe paper, 75 % stretch. Size 50 x 250 cm.

E083116  Animal print
E083117      Party print
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Paste Or Glue Brush (12 cm): Per 12

Set of 12 wooden glue brushes. 

E040094 Paste Or Glue Brush (12 cm): Per 12

Glue stick - Inter

Excellent adhesive quality at very low cost. The PVP glue dries 
transparent and is washable. Quickly drying. Solvent-free. For paper, 
cardboard and photos.

E081060 20 grams
E081061 40 grams

Toddler glue - Heutink - 1 Litre

Toddler glue. Characteristics: Child-safe, scentless, easily washable 
glue. Suited for sticking on paper, cardboard, cork, wood, felt, 
styrofoam and light plastics. 

E081096 Toddler glue - Heutink - 1 Litre

Glue brush - Plastic

Glue brush, plastic. Size: 10 cm.

E082014 Glue brush - Plastic

Glue spreader - 12 cm

A stop ring prevents it from getting dirty.

E512210 Glue spreader plastic 12 cm

Glue spreader - Educo - 13 cm

A stop ring prevents it from getting dirty. In assorted colours.

E522764 Glue spreader - Educo - 13 cm

http://heutinkartsandcrafts.com/
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Modelling tools set

Set of 5 plastic clay modelling tools.

E046131 Modelling tools set

Carve spatula/brush - Paint brush model

Set of 5 clay pencils, brush-model. 

E046132 Carve spatula/brush - Paint brush model

Modelling spatula - Wood

Made of ground boxwood. This type of wood does not stick to the 
clay. Available both as set and individually. Length of spatulas: 15 
cm.

Modelling spatula - Wood

E046136 no. 10
E046139 no. 18
E046140 no. 21

E046142 no. 31
E046145 no. 36

Modelling clay Kids Crealine Heutink -Jar of 1.4 kilo

Modelling clay, oil-based. In four brilliant colours: red, green, 
yellow and blue in a transparent jar with screw cap.

E030120 Modelling clay Kids Crealine Heutink - Jar of 1.4 kilo

Moulding shapes - Funny clay figures

Approx. 130 plastic parts to make funny clay figures. In plastic 
bucket. 

E030069  Moulding shapes - Funny clay figures

Crafting diverse
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Rubber figures - Geometric shapes - 180 pcs.

Geometric shapes, bag of 180.

E530316 Rubber figures - Geometric shapes - 180 pcs.

Rubber figures - Farm animals - 96 pcs.

Adhesive farm animals, sizes vary between 3 and 6.5 cm Ø. Bag 
with 96 pieces.

E530322  Rubber figures - Farm animals - 96 pcs.

Material stands

Stands for storing a glue container, a pricking tool, 2 brushes/
pencils and a pair of scissors.

E036084 Material stand - plastic
E036083 Material stand - Wood

Clay cutter - Spare nylon cord

Spool of 100 metres. For cutting pieces of clay or to remove work 
pieces from underlying plates.

E036079 Clay cutter - Spare nylon cord
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Pricker - Plastic - 7 cm

Plastic pricking tool with stainless steel 
tip. Use for paper and leather craft, 
model building, scratch technique, etc. 
Length: 7 cm.

E083001  Pricker - Plastic 7 cm

Pricking felt

Felt for using with the plastic pricking board. Size: 20 x 15 x 0.9 cm.

E083002  Pricking felt

Ergonomic Pricker - 14 cm.

Ergonomic, practical pricker made of 
plastic with stainless steel tip. A specially 
shaped finger grip ensures good grip 
of the fingersand stops it from rolling 
away. In 4 colours. Length: 14 cm.

E522761  Ergonomic Pricker, 14 cm.

Pricking felt on Wooden Board

Pricking felt on wooden board. Size: 20 x 15 x 0.9 cm.

E083004 Pricking felt on Wooden Board

Stand for 12 prickers 

Wooden stand to store 12 prickers.

E009134 Stand for prickers, 12 holes

Pricking board - Educo

Plastic pricking board with space for both the pricking felt as well 
as the pricker. Colour blue. Size: 20.5 x 15.5 cm (l x w).

E522762 Pricking board - Educo

Pricker - Metal - 11 cm
    
Full metal. Profiled handle for extra grip. 

E522318 Pricker - Metal 11 cm
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Bead string - Plastic - Red

Spool of 300 metres. 1.15 mm Ø

E522223 Bead string - Plastic - Red

Weaving strips display - wood

A practical weaving strips display, with space for 4 sizes of 
weaving strips: 1, 1.5, 2 and 4 cm. Size: 53 x 12.5 x 7 cm (l x w x h).

E522620 Weaving strips display - wood

Magnetic strips self-adhesive
    
Make all sorts of learning resources magnetic. 98 pieces in 
various lengths. Width: 1.2 cm. 

1236000 Magnetic strips self-adhesive

Chenille stem / Modelling pipe cleaner - 100 meters, assorted 10 
colours

Great for all kinds of crafting. 20 rolls in 10 assorted colours. Size 
per roll: 5 m, 6 mm Ø. 

E036050 Chenille stem/ Modelling pipe cleaner - 100 meters,  
 assorted 10 colours

Prick cardboard white - 12.5 x 17.5 cm, 250 g, pack of 250
 
Cardboard for crafting with pricking tools. 250 sheets of 250 g 
white duplex cardboard. 

E050012  Prick cardboard white - 12.5 x 17.5 cm, 250 g, 
 pack of 250

Icelolly sticks

Ice-lolly sticks. 

E036211 Ice lolly sticks - Natural - 4500 pcs. Size: 11.4 x 1 cm.  
E752506 10 Ice lolly sticks - Wood - 500 pcs. Size: 1 x 9.3 cm.
E750343 Ice lolly sticks - Coloured - 500 pcs. Size: 1 x 11.4 cm.
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Knitting mushroom - Spool knitting bobbin

Wooden knitting mushroom with 4 hooks, incl. wooden spool-
knitting needle.

E590001 Knitting mushroom - Spool knitting bobbin

Art straws, Coloured, 900 pcs.

Assorted colours. Ø 6 mm. Box with 900 pieces.Paper straws with a 
length of ample 40 cm, enabling the creation of various figures.

E036216 Art straws, Coloured, 900 pcs.

Curly ribbon

Size: 5 mm x 500 m (w x l).

E174031 Green
E174032 Purple
E174033 White
E174034 Pastel pink
E174035 Blue
E174037 Silver

E174038 Yellow
E174039 Pastel blue
E174040 Red
E174043 Pastel green
E174044 Gold

Cloth peg

Excellent quality handicraft item. Bag of 48 clothes pegs.

E036210 Cloth pegs - Half - Bag of 1000
E026015 Cloth pegs - Complete - Bag of 48
E036220 Clothes pin - 50 pieces mini

Matches - Box of 4000, assorted colours

Bag of 4000 headless wooden matchsticks in assorted colours.

E036212 Matches - Box of 4000, assorted colours

Puzzle - Cardboard blank

To make your own puzzle. White cardboard puzzle of 30 pieces. 
Size: 21 x 30 cm (l x w).

E062123 Puzzle - Cardboard blank

http://heutinkartsandcrafts.com/
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Desk articles
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Ballpoint pen Heutink Goldline

Non-retractable pen with ventilated cap. Cap colour matches 
writing colour. Rubber grip for comfortable writing. Write-out 
length 2500 meters. 

E045026 Blue
E045027 Red
E045028 Black
E045029 Green

Ink roller pen - Heutink 600 

Roll pen with ergonomic rubber grip for both left- and right-hand 
use. Rollerball tip of stainless steel for fluent writing. To use with 
DIN-ink patterns. Including 1 full and 1 void ink pattern. Box of 10 
pens. 

Box of 10 pieces.
E060250 Blue - Set of 10
E060251 Red - Set of 10

Ballpoint pen Heutink Basic

Transparent plastic barrel with cap. End piece colour matches 
writing colour. Write-out length 2000 meters. 

E045041 Blue
E045042 Red

Fineliner - Heutink 

Plastic barrel with stop and cap in writing colour. Line width: 0.4 
mm. 

E080027  Red
E080029 Black
E080030 Blue

Marker - Heutink - Yellow

Yellow marker Heutink, yellow. Line width: 1 - 5 mm. Filled with 
fluorescent ink. With acrylic chisel tip. Non refillable.

E080026 Marker - Heutink - Yellow

Marker - Heutink - Chisel tip

Plastic barrel with cap in writing colour. Ink based on alcohol, 
xylene-free, therefore environment-friendly. Line width 1.5 - 4 mm. 
Chisel tip.

E139006 Black
E139007 Blue

Desk articles
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Marker - Heutink - Round tip 

Plastic barrel with cap in writing colour. Ink based on alcohol, 
xylene-free, therefore environment-friendly. Line width 1 -2.5 mm. 
Bullet tip. 

E139002 Black
E139003 Blue
E139004 Green
E139005 Red

Whiteboard marker - Heutink

Plastic barrel with stop and cap in writing colour. Ink based on 
alcohol, xylene-free, therefore environment-friendly. Line width 2 
mm. Bullet tip.

E165020 Black
E165021 Blue
E165022 Green
E165023 Red

Blackboard chalk anti-dust - Heutink - Assorted colours

Pack of 12 dust-free blackboard chalks, in assorted colours. 
Prevents chalk waste while writing and chalk clouds while wiping 
off.

E035016 Blackboard chalk anti-dust - Heutink - Assorted colours

Correction fluid - Heutink - 20 ml

Correction fluid Heutink. Universal correction fluid in a small bottle. 
Very quick drying, environment friendly and excellent covering. 
Suitable for handwriting, photocopies, typewriter and fax. 
Contents: 20 ml. 

E086037  Correction fluid - Heutink - 20 ml

Storage box - Wood - 40 x 34 x 8 cm

Wooden storage box with compartments, with lid.

E138012 Storage box - Wood - 40 x 34 x 8 cm
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Book covering film Heutink - Width 38 cm

Self-adhesive, transparent film (PP). For reinforcing books, 
drawing, photos and so on. Washable, dirt- and water repellant. 
Roll of 25 metres, 70 microns (with blue grid lines). 

E009007 Book covering film Heutink - Width 38 cm

Memos - Self-adhesive

Self-adhesive notepads.

E024051 50 x 76 mm
E024053 50 x 38 mm
E024054 75 x 75 mm

Staples copper-plated 24/6 (1000)

Box of 1000 staples. Copper-plated. 24/6.

E025015 Staples copper-plated 24/6 (1000)

Sticky pads - Heutink

Double sided adhesive pads for non-permanent mounting. Solvent 
free, safe and easy for children to use. 90 pieces. Pack of 100 
grams.

E081070 Sticky pads - Heutink

Paper punch - B30 - 2 holes

Centre mark for exact punching. Capacity: 2.0 mm (approx. 20 
sheets). Punch: 80 mm. Colour: grey.

E025460 Paper punch - B30 - 2 holes

Storage case - Transparent

Transparent hard plastic storage box. Stackable. Size: 10.2 x 8.1 x 2.5 
cm. 

E042001 Storage case - Transparent 10.2 x 8.1 x 2.5 cm
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Ruler - Inter - Plastic - 20 cm

Clear plastic, prism ruler with back 
support and cm/mm scale on both sides. 
Size: 20 x 3.5 cm. 

E025079 Ruler - Inter - Plastic - 20 cm

Plastic rulers populair

Clear polystyrol, with bevelled edge, cm/
mm scale on one side and an ink edge 
on the other side. 

Width 2.5 cm
E025080 Length 20 cm
E025082 Length 30 cm
E025086 Length 50 cm

Ruler - Wood - 30 cm

Varnished beech wood ruler. With zinc 
inlay and cm/mm scale on one side. Size: 
30 x 3.5 cm. 

E080111 Ruler - Wood - 30 cm

Adhesive tape - Heutink - 15 mm x 33 m

Box of 10 rolls transparent, easy to tear, adhesive tape. 

E075004 Adhesive tape - Heutink - 15 mm x 33 m

Paperclips - Galvanised - 50 mm

Box of 100 paperclips. Nickel-coated, round model. 

E025037 Paperclips - Galvanised - 30 mm
E025038 Paperclips - Galvanised - 50 mm

Box of 100 paperclips. Coloured, round model.

E025043 Paperclips - Coloured - 26 mm
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Laminating sheets Heutink

Box of 100 pcs.

E080331 80 µ A5 154 x 216 mm
E080333 80 µ A4 216 x 303 mm
E080335 80 µ A3 303 x 426 mm
E080353 125 µ 65 x 95 mm
E080351 125 µ 67 x 99 mm
E080352 125 µ A6 111 x 154 mm
E080332 125 µ A5 154 x 216 mm
E080334 125 µ A4 216 x 303 mm
E080336   125 µ A3 303 x 426 mm 

Adhesive tape dispenser - Maximum roll width 19 mm

Tape dispenser with a non-slip base. Suitable for self-adhesive 
tape (from 10 up to 33 m in length and up to 19 mm wide). 

E075005 Adhesive tape dispenser - Maximum roll width 19 mm

Buff packing tape (PP) - Transparent

Transparent tape for taping boxes and other packaging jobs. Size: 
66 m x 5 cm. 

E075003 Buff packing tape (PP) - Transparent

Adhesive tape writable - Heutink - 19 mm x 33 m

Invisible and writable tape. 

E075074 Adhesive tape writable - Heutink - 19 mm x 33 m
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A

Adhesive tape dispenser  46

Adhesive tape - Heutink - 15 mm x 33 m 46

Adhesive tape writable - Heutink - 19 mm x 33 m 46

Art straws, Coloured, 900 pcs. 39

B

Ballpoint pen Heutink Basic 41

Ballpoint pen Heutink Goldline 41

Basic scissors Zenoa Fit 29

Bead string - Plastic - Red 38

Blackboard chalk anti-dust - Heutink 45

Book covering film Heutink - Width 38 cm 43

Buff packing tape (PP) - Transparent 46

C

Cardboard play house - Educo - Play house printed 19

Carve spatula/brush - Paint brush model 35

Chenille stem/ Modelling pipe cleaner  38

Clay cutter - Spare nylon cord 36

Clay/paint finger printers - Set of 8 pcs. 13

Cloth peg 39

Coloured craft paper 30

Coloured hexagonal pencils Goldline 22

Colouring fingers - Heutink 21

Comfort grip brushes 16

Comfort grip pattern maker 16

Correction fluid - Heutink  45

Craft paper 60 gsm 12 assorted colours 31

Craft paper 120 grams - Square  31

Craft paper 140 grams - Square 

Crayons Goldline - Heutink 22

Crayons triangular Goldline - Heutink  21

Creatieve rollers - Set 1 13

Creative design brushes 16

Crepe paper - Floriade 31

Crepe paper special Party print  32

Curly ribbon 39

D

Dropper 10

Drying rack - Movable - 25 racks 18

E

Easy-grip paint brushes - 6 pcs. - 1 Size 12

Electric pencil sharpener  23

Electric pencil sharpener - Heutink  23

Ergonomic Pricker, 14 cm. 37

F

Felt tip pens - Giant - Heutink  25

Felt tip pens - Goldline - Heutink  25

Felt tip pens - Heutink 25

Felt tip pens- Medium - Heutink  25

Felt tip pens - Thick Goldline - Heutink 25

Felt tip pens - Triangular - Heutink 25

Fineliner - Heutink  41

Finger painters / stampers 14

Finger paint - Heutink 10

Finger paint - Paint pots 10

G

Glue brush - Plastic 33

Glue powder - Plakplak 32

Glue spreader  33

Glue spreader - Educo  33

Glue stick - Inter 33
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Index

Gouache pastel  9

H

Heutink Goldline 22

I

Icelolly sticks 38

Ink roller pen - Heutink 600  41

Interpaint - 1 Litre bottle 9

Interpaint - 1 Litre bottle 9

Interpaint varnish

J 9

Jumbo Crayons triangular Goldline - Heutink 21

Jumbo stamps 12

K

Knitting mushroom - Spool knitting bobbin 39

L

Laminating sheets Heutink 45

Long handled lyons paint brushes 11

Long wax crayons (12) 21

M

Magnetic strips self-adhesive 38

Marker - Heutink - Chisel tip 42

Marker - Heutink - Round tip  42

Marker - Heutink - Yellow 42

Matches - Box of 4000, assorted colours 39

Material stands 36

Memos - Self-adhesive 43

Modelling clay Kids Crealine Heutink 35

Modelling spatula - Wood 35

Modelling tools set 35

Moulding shapes - Funny clay figures 35

N

Novel paper for painting - 90 Grams  30

O

Oil crayons - Heutink - Jumbo 21

P

Paint and clay palm printers 15

Paint and clay palm rollers 16

Paint and clay rollers - Roll 3.8 cm 15

Paint box - Water colours 10

Paint brushes - For toddlers 11

Paint drying rack cardboard 18

Paint effect stamps 14

Paint effect tools 15

Paint / Glue Pot With Lid: (60 cc) 18

Paint / Glue Pot With Lid: (70 cc) 17

Painting aprons 12

Paint pot holder - With 6 non-spill paint pots 125 ml 17

Paint pot - Non-spill - 125 ml 17

Paint pot - Non-spill - 320 ml 17

Paint pot tray for 6 non-spill paint pots 17

Paint rollers and Foambrushes 11

Paint roller - With pattern 13

Paperclips - Galvanised - 50 mm 44

Paper punch - B30 - 2 holes 43

Paper scissors Expert 27

Paste Or Glue Brush (12 cm): Per 12 33

Pencil sharpener 23
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Pencil Sharpener 23

Pencil stand 24

Plastic rulers populair 44

Prick cardboard white 38

Pricker - Metal 11 cm 37

Pricker - Plastic 7 cm 37

Pricking board - Educo 37

Punch-Out Pad 37

Punch-Out Pad on Wooden Board 37

Puzzle - Cardboard blank 39

R

Rocket play house 19

Rubber eraser (60) 24

Rubber figures - Farm animals - 96 pcs. 36

Rubber figures - Geometric shapes - 180 pcs. 36

Ruler - Inter - Plastic - 20 cm 44

Ruler - Wood - 30 cm 44

S

Scissors - Basic Essentials soft  29

Scissors - Basic metal  29

Scissors - Basic Reflex 3D shape  28

Scissors - Basic Reflex 3D Vivo 27

Scissors Kidicut, 12 cm 27

Scissors - Koopy Fun Panda - 13 cm 28

Scissors - Plus Sensoft 3D 28

Scissors - Precision - 13 cm 27

Scissors Zenoa Fit 29

Short handled lyons paint brushes 11

Sidewalk / playground chalk   24

Spare nylon thread, bobbin of 100 m. 36

Spatterframe 12

Stamp pads 19

Stamp pads - Jumbo - Class set 13

Stamps - Set of 10 14

Stand for 12 pencils and brushes 24

Stand for 12 prick needles 37

Stand for 12 scissors 27

Stand for giant pencils 24

Staples copper-plated 24/6 (1000) 43

Sticky pads - Heutink 43

Storage box - Wood - 40 x 34 x 8 cm 45

Storage case - Transparent 10.2 x 8.1 x 2.5 cm 43

T

Tempera cakes holder / Holder for Gouache palettes 18

Textile paint - Heutink 10

Textured brushes - Set 1 15

Textured stamps 14

Toddler glue - Heutink - 1 Litre 33

Training scissors - 17.5 cm Blunt tips 27

Triangular Lead Pencils: (72) 22

Twirl-a-pattern art tools 14

U

Underlayment plastic (PP) 32

W

Water colour paint brushes 11

Weaving strips display - wood 38

Whiteboard marker - Heutink 42

White drawing paper   30

White glue 32I
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Even though our catalogue has been created with the utmost care, it can nevertheless contain mistakes or inaccuracies. 
All rights reserved. For our terms and conditions, please refer to the website www.heutink.com
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